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The compressibility and thermal expansion of the cubic silicon nitride (c-Si3N4) phase have been investi-
gated by performingin situ x-ray powder-diffraction measurements using synchrotron radiation, complemented
with computer simulations by means of first-principles calculations. The bulk compressibility of thec-Si3N4

phase originates from the average of both Si-N tetrahedral and octahedral compressibilities where the octahe-
dral polyhedra are less compressible than the tetrahedral ones. The origin of the unit cell expansion is revealed
to be due to the increase of the octahedral Si-N and N-N bond lengths with temperature, while the lengths for
the tetrahedral Si-N and N-N bonds remain almost unchanged in the temperature range 295–1075 K.
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Recently, after the discovery of a third polymorph of si
con nitride (c-Si3N4) synthesized under high-pressure a
high-temperature conditions,1 there has been considerable i
terest in this field.2–11 The structure of the material has be
determined as a cubic spinel structure at ambi
temperature.1,3–5 It possesses a hardness of about 35.3 G9

significantly greater than the hardness of the two lo
established hexagonal polymorphs:a- and b-Si3N4 and
slightly harder than that of the stishovite, a high-press
phase of SiO2 and hardness of 33 GPa.12 Besides, the mate
rial is stable against oxidation in air up to a temperature
1673 K.9 These excellent properties make thec-Si3N4 poly-
morph a promising candidate as an advanced superhard
terial. The precise knowledge of the compressibility and th
mal expansion of the material is of great interest for seve
practical reasons. Hence, the zero pressure bulk modulu
c-Si3N4 has been intensively investigated. However, ther
a large scatter of the values reported, 300,1 280,2 411.9,6

308,8 284,8 and 407 GPa~Ref. 10! obtained from theoretica
calculations, 300~10! GPa from Hugoniot data7 and 308~5!
GPa from energy-dispersive x-ray powder-diffraction~XRD!
measurements.8 No study of the thermal-expansion behavi
of the material has been reported in spite of its relevanc
the practical applications of this superhard material. For
ample, the differences in thermal-expansion coefficients
tween the substrate andc-Si3N4 determine the thermal stres
component. In this work, we report the compressibility a
thermal-expansion behavior of thec-Si3N4 phase by in situ
x-ray powder-diffraction measurements using synchrot
radiation, complemented with computer simulations
means of first-principles calculations.
0163-1829/2002/65~16!/161202~4!/$20.00 65 1612
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A multianvil octahedra pressure assembly was emplo
in the synthesis of the cubic spinel Si3N4 phase. A mixture of
a- and b-Si3N4 powders was compressed at 1760.5 GPa
and 2100 K for 1 h. The temperature of the experiment w
monitored using a W-3% Re–W-25% Re thermocouple. F
ther detail for sample preparation is given in Ref. 5. T
recovered sample~about 10 mg in weight! was composed of
light-yellow transparent sintered crystals with an avera
grain size of approximately 140 nm determined by opti
and scanning electron microscopy and x-ray powder diffr
tion. Secondary-ion mass spectroscopy measurements o
recovered sample revealed an oxygen impurity less tha
at. %.

In situ high-temperature~295–1075 K in vacuum! and
high-pressure~up to 42 GPa at ambient temperature! x-ray
powder-diffraction measurements were performed using s
chrotron radiation at beamlines BM16 and ID30, resp
tively, at ESRF in Grenoble, France. The powder samp
ground from the recovered sample, was placed in an am
phous quartz capillary, pumped down to 1025 mbar and then
sealed, and rotated during data collections with a multich
nel detector~0.003° accuracy! and a wavelength of 0.7103
Å. A hot air gun was used for high-temperature measu
ments. The temperature at sample was calibrated using
known temperature dependence of lattice parameter for p
silicon powder in place of the sample position.13 A diamond-
anvil cell with solid Ar as pressure transmitting medium w
used for room-temperature compression XRD measurem
up to 42 GPa with an image plate mounted on a Fastsca
detector and a wavelength of 0.3738 Å. The actual press
was calculated from the wavelength shift of the ruby li
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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using the nonlinear pressure scale of Maoet al.14 The
Rietveld refinement program is a local variation of theLHMP1

program,17 using the Voigt profile function and Chebyshe
polynomial background fitting.

First-principlesCRYSTAL calculations15,16 were performed
under the density-functional approximation using the Be
and Perdew-Wang nonlocal exchange and correla
functionals,17 respectively. Si and N standard Gaussian-ty
basis sets of triple-z quality were adapted to this crystallin
structure. The lattice parametera and the nitrogen interna
position ~u,u,u! were accurately determined by requiring t
total energy of the crystal to be minimum in a set of volum
points below and above the experimental equilibrium geo
etry. Thermal effects on the crystal energy were evalua
through a quasiharmonic nonempirical Debye model t
only needs the computed static bulk modulus value as in
~details are given in Ref. 18!.

High-temperature XRD patterns, recorded in steps of
K from 295 to 1075 K for thec-Si3N4 phase, are identica
except for the thermal expansion. Figure 1~a! exemplifies
two Rietveld structure refined XRD patterns recorded at 2
and 595 K. All refinements converged to small residual v
ues. No phase transformation was detected in the temp
ture range 295–1075 K in vacuum, in agreement with pre
ous data reported for thec-Si3N4 sample annealed in air in
temperature range from 295 to 1673 K.9 The lattice param-
eter a and the linear thermal-expansion coefficienta of the

FIG. 1. ~a! Rietveld structural refinement profiles of two x-ra
powder-diffraction data recorded at 295 and 595 K for the cu
spinel Si3N4 phase.~b! The lattice parameter~solid squares! and the
linear thermal expansion coefficient~open circles! of the c-Si3N4

phase together with fitted curves.
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c-Si3N4 phase are shown in Fig. 1~b!. The data are fitted
with a polynomial function~solid line!, a57.727412.0893
31025T11.553731028T2. Here a is defined as a
5(da/dT)/a. It is clear thata increases linearly with tem
perature and can be described witha52.71631026 K21

10.00431026T. The linear thermal-expansion coefficient
295 K for thec-Si3N4 phase isa53.8931026 K21, which
is about three times larger than 1.1931026 K21 at 300 K for
b-Si3N4 ~Refs. 19 and 20! and about four times larger tha
1.0531026 K21 at 300 K for diamond.21 Our theoretical
resulta53.1631026 K21 at 300 K supports the experimen
tal data. The calculated lattice parameter and N position
300 K are, respectively, 7.860~only 1% larger than the ex
perimental value! and 0.2576 Å~close to 0.2583 from the
experiments of Ref. 5!. The specific heat capacity at consta
volume, Cv50.66 J g21 K21, Gruneisen parameterg
51.23, and Debye temperatureuD51150 K, obtained from
the simulations at 300 K show also a good agreement w
available empirical estimations for thisc-Si3N4 phase, col-
lected in Ref. 7. Figure 2 depicts the temperature dep
dences of the bond lengths for the tetrahedral and octahe
sites, obtained from the Rietveld structural refinements. I
clear that the octahedral Si-N bond length increases w
temperature,d51.871 Å11.61031025T, while the length
for the tetrahedral Si-N bond remains almost unchan
within the experimental uncertainty. Both octahedral N
bond lengths, shared N-Noct,th d52.558 Å13.19731025T,

c
FIG. 2. Temperature dependences of bond lengths for the te

hedral and octahedral Si-N pairs~a! and N-N pairs~b! obtained
from the Rietveld structural refinements for thec-Si3N4 phase.
2-2
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and unshared N-Noct, d52.733 Å11.40431025 T, edges
of the Si-N octahedral, increase with temperature while
length for the tetrahedral N-N bond@dN-Ntet

dSi-Ntet
51.633,

not shown in Fig. 2~b!# remains almost unchanged. The o
tahedral Si-N bond angle varies randomly around 86.
60.06° in the whole temperature range while the tetrahe
Si-N bond angle is constant of 109.47 due to the symme
The strong temperature dependence of the octahedral
and N-N bonds causes a large linear thermal-expansion
efficient at 295 K for thec-Si3N4 phase as compared t
b-Si3N4 because inb-Si3N4 only tetrahedral bonds exis
This picture is consistent with the results observed in R
19, i.e., the thermal expansion for tetrahedral bonds
smaller than that for octahedral bonds.

A large number of XRD patterns were recorded at pr
sures ranging from 0 to approximately 42 GPa at amb
temperature. Up to a pressure of 42 GPa, no phase tran
mation was observed. At pressures above 20 GPa, B
peaks become broadened and strain deduced from Rie

FIG. 3. ~a! The reduced unit-cell volume data~open circles!,
octahedral Si-N polyhedra~solid triangles!, and tetrahedral Si-N
polyhedra~solid circles!, as a function of pressure during compre
sion for thec-Si3N4 phase, together with the theoretical results
the reduced unit-cell volume~solid line!, for octahedral Si-N poly-
hedra~dashed line! and for tetrahedral Si-N polyhedra~dotted line!.
~b! The reduced lattice constant~open circles!, octahedral Si-N
~solid triangles! and tetrahedral Si-N~solid circles!, and both octa-
hedral shared N-Noct,sh ~open squares! and unshared N-Noct ~open
triangles! bond lengths as a function of pressure during compr
sion for the c-Si3N4 phase, together with the solid line for th
reduced lattice constant obtained from the theoretical calculatio
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structural refinements starts to increase with pressure.
results infer that a transition from a hydrostatic state bel
20 GPa into a nonhydrostatic one above 20 GPa occurs
the sample in the diamond-anvil cell. Hence, pressu
volume data below 20 GPa will be further used to explo
the compression behavior of thec-Si3N4 phase. Figure 3
shows the reduced unit-cell volume data, octahedral S
polyhedra, Voct5128V(u2 3

8 )2u/3, and tetrahedral Si-N
polyhedra,Vtet564V(u21/8)3/3 @Fig. 3~a!#, whereV is the
unit-cell volume. Also shown are the reduced lattice co
stant, octahedral and tetrahedral Si-N bond lengths, and
octahedral shared N-Noct/sh and unshared N-Noct bond
lengths as a function of pressure during compression@Fig.
3~b!#. The octahedral Si-N bond angle varies random
around 86.58°60.15° in the whole pressure range while th
tetrahedral Si-N bond angle is constant of 109.47 due to
symmetry. The bulk modulus at zero pressure,B0 , and the
first pressure derivative,B08, for thec-Si3N4 phase at ambi-
ent temperature are found to be 317611 GPa and 2.362.1 or
30963 GPa and 4.0~constrained!, respectively, using the
Birch equation of state.22 These and other data are listed
Table I. The experimental values ofB0 andB08, obtained here
are in good agreement with data reported in Refs. 1, 2, 7
We found that the Si-N octahedral polyhedra are slightly l
compressible than the Si-N tetrahedral ones, although th
is some scatter in the experimental data due to a large un
tainty of the parameteru estimated from the Rietveld struc
tural refinements. The bulk modulus of thec-Si3N4 phase
can be estimated as the average of both tetrahedral and
tahedral moduli, which are controlled by the Si-N pair,
illustrated by the linear curve in Fig. 3~b!. The computed
pressure diagrams for reduced volumes@Fig. 3~a!# and bond
lengths @Fig. 3~b!# are consistent with the experiment
points. Besides, the theoretical results predict the same c
pressibility sequence obtained in the XRD measurements
polyhedra and distances. In Table I, we include compu

-

s.

TABLE I. Collected values of the bulk modulus at zero pre
sure, B0 , and the first pressure derivative,B08 , for the c-Si3N4

phase. The lower part of the table contains the results obtaine
this work.

B0 ~GPa! B08 Comments

300 Theoretical~Ref. 1!
280 3.48 Theoretical~Ref. 2!
411.9 Theoretical~Ref. 6!
308 3.9 Theoretical~Ref. 8!
284 3.9 Theoretical~Ref. 8!
305 Theoretical~Ref. 8!
407 3.33 Theoretical~Ref. 10!
300610 3.060.1 Experimental~Ref. 7!
30865 4.060.2 Experimental~Ref. 8!

328 2.8 Theoretical~bulk!

361 2.9 Theoretical~Si-N octahedra!
298 2.6 Theoretical~Si-N tetrahedra!
30963 4.0 fixed Experimental
317611 2.362.1 Experimental
2-3
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polyhedral and bulk equation of state parameters at 300
Our calculations yieldB0 for the bulk only slightly overes-
timated with respect to the present experimental value.
lower compressibility of the octahedra is quantified with
splitting between octahedral and tetrahedralB0 values of 63
GPa. Note also that the average of the octahedral and t
hedralB0 values reproduces the value for the bulk. This
sult has been explained as a consequence of the low de
dence of the parameteru on pressure.23

One striking feature revealed from Figs. 2 and 3 is that
octahedral Si-N and N-N bond lengths are less compress
than the tetrahedral ones while for thermal expansion,
octahedral Si-N and N-N bond lengths are more expand
k

16120
K.

e

ra-
-
en-

e
le
e
g

than the tetrahedral ones. The results indicate a diffe
bond strength versus bond-length behavior for the octahe
and tetrahedral sites in thec-Si3N4 phase. During compres
sion, bond strength increases faster for the octahedral
than the tetrahedral ones, with the result that the octahe
polyhedra are less compressible than the tetrahedral one
detected in Fig. 3. On the other hand, during thermal exp
sion the bond strength for the octahedral sites may incr
more slowly than the tetrahedral ones. Consequently,
bond length for the octahedral site increases faster with t
perature than the tetrahedral one, as observed experime
in Fig. 2. The experimental results described here have
ready triggered further theoretical work on this matter.
-
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